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Abstract 
The influence of precursor solution properties, fabrication environment, and antisolvent properties on the 
microstructural evolution of perovskite films is reported. First, the impact of fabrication environment on the 
morphology of methyl ammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) perovskite films with various Lewis-base additives is 
reported. Second, the influence of antisolvent properties on perovskite film microstructure is investigated using 
antisolvents ranging from nonpolar heptane to highly polar water. This study shows an ambient environment 
that accelerates crystal growth at the expense of nucleation and introduces anisotropies in crystal morphology. 
The use of antisolvents enhances nucleation but also influences ambient moisture interaction with the precursor 
solution, resulting in different crystal morphology (shape, size, dispersity) in different antisolvents. Crystal 
morphology, in turn, dictates film quality. A homogenous spherulitic crystallization results in pinhole-free films 
with similar microstructure irrespective of processing environment. This study further demonstrates propyl 
acetate, an environmentally benign antisolvent, which can induce spherulitic crystallization under ambient 
environment (52% relative humidity, 25 °C). With this, planar perovskite solar cells with ≈17.78% stabilized 
power conversion efficiency are achieved. Finally, a simple precipitation test and in situ crystallization imaging 




With certified power conversion efficiency (PCE) reaching 24%, perovskite solar cells (PSCs) already rival record 
PCE of commercial CdTe [1]. Beyond the proof-of-concept devices, the challenge now is to enable competitive 
cost-per-watt for PSCs to become commercially feasible. Toward this end, materials and processing should be 
streamlined for industry-compatible manufacture. A critical bottleneck in the state-of-the-art PSCs is the ubiquitous 
practice of PSC fabrication under inert nitrogen environment with trace amount oxygen and humidity levels achieved 
using a glovebox. In industrial manufacturing scenarios, operating large equipment under inert environment is costly 
as well as impractical. As a result, the PCE of cells fabricated through industry-compatible manufacture often lags 
compared to lab-based cells fabricated under an inert envi-ronment [2-5]. Although fabrication under ambient 
environment is touted as the reason for the reduced efficiency, how and why the environment imparts such dramatic 
changes in photovoltaic properties of PSCs is seldom, if at all, explored. 
Ambient environment implies the presence of both humidity and oxygen. PSCs fabricated under a dry environment 
with relative humidity (RH) maintained at 20% have enabled high PCEs exceeding 20% [6], which is similar to inert-
processed PSCs. On the other hand, PSCs fabricated in uncontrolled ambient environment where humidity is 
generally above 30% have resulted in significantly lower efficiencies.[7–10] As oxygen level is not regulated in these 
studies, one can infer that humidity is the main agent influencing the photovoltaic properties. 
While water or humidity can affect PSCs during solution preparation, device fabrication, and device 
operation,[11,12] the impact of moisture during device fabrication remains the least understood due to the myriad 
fabrication methods, materials, and device structures used for PSCs. 
Most studies on humidity effect during fabrication focus on the annealing step,[13–16] film fabrication via the two-
step process,[8,9,16] and/or employ the mesoporous structure, with impressive efficiencies[6,16–19] There are a very few 
reports on one-step fabrication of PSCs in a planar device structure, a simpler and cost-effective method, which 
highly favorable for upscaling through roll-to-roll processing and especially suited for stable variants of perovskites 
such as the mixed halide compositions.[20,21] However, the planar structures are highly sensitive to defects such as 
pinholes in the film which can cause short-circuit in the device, compared to the mesoporous structure where the 
thick TiO2 layer prevents short circuits and helps in achieving uniform films by reducing evaporation. Additionally, 
the use of one-step process with planar structure introduces further difficulties in achieving uniform films over large 
area due to the strong ionic reactions between lead iodide and cations, which preferentially induce rapid crystal 
growth and suppresses nucleation, leading to poor surface coverage. On the other hand, the two-step process 
involves deposition of PbI2 and then conversion into perovskite by sequentially depositing organic cations. PbI2 
films used in two-step process tend to form highly compact uniform films. Most strategies thus focus on making 
PbI2 film porous to enhance infiltration of organic cations and achieve complete conversion of PbI2 into 
perovskites. Thus, strategies generally employed for mesoporous structure and two-step processing in ambient or 
inert conditions do not work for one-step planar devices fabricated in ambient conditions. 
With these difficulties, it is no surprise that a very few reports deal with the ambient fabrication of perovskite 
films through one-step process in a planar devices and efficiencies are generally poorer than for two-step or 
mesoporous devices. Watson et al. demonstrated the fabrication of perovskites using ethyl acetate as an antisolvent 
and reported a PCE of 14.5–15% in planar devices fabricated in ambient high-humidity environment. By studying 
the solubility of water in the antisolvent, Watson et al. proposed moisture sequestering of antisolvent as a key 
parameter [22]. Cheng et al. employed one-step fabrication under different environment and achieved a PCE of 
5% under high humidity with MAPbI3.[23] At the time of submitting this manuscript, few other reports emerged 
on the ambient processing of planar n–i–p devices with high efficiencies, however these devices make use of 
materials such as Spiro-MeoTAD and gold that are not feasible for commercial prospects of PSCs from stability 
as well as cost perspective[24]. 
Irrespective of these complexities in device structures and fabrication methods, most studies base their analyses 
on the microstructure of perovskite films as a bottom-line relating macroscopic electrical or mechanical property 
on grain size, shape, mutual distribution, structure, orientation, and chemical composition. It is therefore important 
to understand the underlying mechanism in microstructural evolution to device strategies to modulate microstructure 
and the resulting properties, for example, to tackle challenges with poor film coverage and pinholes or to induce 
certain crystallographic phases and orientations. The evolution of microstructure in perovskite films is driven by 
crystallization. Crystallization undergoes two steps, nucleation and crystal growth. Supersaturation provides the 
driving force for crystallization, which is attained on exceeding the saturated equilibrium concentration of solute. 
The degree of supersaturation can be increased by increasing the solute concentration, increasing solvent evaporation 
or decreasing the solute solubility or a combination thereof. Practically, these involve the use of temperature change, 
anti-solvents addition, pH change, pressure change, etc. Various kinetic factors (for example, supersaturation, ion 
mobility, conformation freedom, etc.) and thermodynamic factors (for example, solubility, solid–liquid interfacial 
tension, solvent activity, temperature, etc.) determine the rate and mechanisms by which crystals are formed from 
solutions.[25] These kinetic and thermodynamic factors are influenced by both bulk physical properties (for example, 
viscosity, vapor pressure, surface tension, etc.) and molecular properties (such as hydrogen bonds, noncovalent 
bonds, molecular networks, etc.).[26] While many of these crystallization strategies are employed in perovskite film 
fabrication such as nitrogen blowing during deposition,[27] antisolvent treatment,[28–31] deposition on heated 
substrates,[32,33] adding acids and bases in the precursor ink,[34] or a combination thereof,[17,35] the mechanism 
by which these strategies induce the changes observed in microstructure are seldom thoroughly investigated.  
Among the various crystallization techniques, the antisol-vent approach is arguably the most popular method in 
perov-skite film fabrication. First proposed simultaneously by Spiccia et al.[28] and Seok et al.,[36] the method 
involves dropping of an antisolvent at a critical stage during the spin-coating process, which enables the formation 
of uniform films with large-grains. Xiao et al. explored a series of solvents and proposed the dropping of an 
antisolvent will reduce the solubility of the perovskite in the mixed solvent, thereby promoting fast nucleation and 
growth. Since then, the antisolvents demonstrated in these studies, chlorobenzene (CB) and toluene (Tol), have been 
universally adopted with processing carried out under inert environment leading to record efficiencies.[29,30,37] 
However, these solvents form nonuniform porous films under ambient processing environments.  
Thus, we aimed to understand how device fabrication in an ambient environment impact microstructure evolution 
of perovskite films when processed through one-step method and how antisolvents interact with ambient moisture 
and perovskite precursors to regulate perovskite microstructural evolution. Initially, we evaluated the impact of 
commonly used precursor additivities, namely, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), and ɤ-
butyrolactone (GBL) on the morphology of perovskite films in ambient and inert conditions. We then systematically 
investigated perovskite film formation using antisolvents having a wide range of polarity to understand the interaction 
of antisolvent and the precursor solution. In situ crystallization imaging using an optical microscope and a simple 
precipitation test unveils a wealth of information about the interaction of antisolvents with precursor ions and 
environment conditions. To further establish the best film forming conditions, we fabricated p–i–n type inverted 
planar PSCs in the ambient environment (52% RH) where all but the electrodes were solution-processed and only 
two low-temperature (<140 ºC) drying steps were employed. We report a stabilized efficiency exceeding 17.78%—
the highest reported to date for an ambient-processed p–i–n planar device fabricated with the antisolvent method. 
 
2. Results and Discussion 
 
First, we compared the influence of inert and ambient environment on the film formation upon deposition of perovskite 
precursor solution without antisolvent treatment (Figure S1, Supporting Information). The precursor solution 
comprised MAI:PbI2 mixed in 1:1 molar ratio in 600 mg of N,N-dimethyl-formamide (DMF). We further studied the 
influence of processing environment on the film morphology upon the addition of DMSO, NMP, and GBL in 
equimolar ratio to the MAI and PbI2 in the DMF solution, following the procedure reported by Park et al.[31] We 
note that significant prior literature exist on the crystallization of perovskite precursors as well as on the interaction of 
precursor ions with different solvents in controlling crystallization.[38–40] Our goal of studying the film formation of 
precursor solution with and without different solvent additives is to focus on the differences between the films 
processed under ambient and inert environment. Irrespective of the presence of additives, we find that (1) ambient 
environment inhibits nucleation promoting crystal growth in comparison to inert processing environment; (2) ambient 
environment induces ani-sotropies in crystal growth. The presence of sharp needle-like crystal morphology in “wheat-
sheave” like crystals signal the presence of large kinetic and interfacial free-energy anisotro-pies.[41] Such 
anisotropies are absent in inert-processed films. A detail discussion is given in the Supporting Information. 
While none of the precursor solution type leads to complete surface coverage, round albeit sparse spherulitic 
islands emerge in DMF:NMP-based perovskite films processed under inert environment. Such spherulitic growth 
occurs when precursor ions experience an improvement in the rotational-to-translational ratio.[41] We later find 
evidence of such spherulitic growth as the underlying mechanism behind uniform film formation with the best 
antisolvent system under ambient environment processing. Similar spherulitic crystallization, albeit much larger in 
size, is also observed in when perovskite inks are deposited on hot-substrates.[33,42,43] 
What causes the anisotropies in perovskite crystal growth under an ambient processing environment? In the precursor 
solution, the DMF solvent, the additives DMSO and NMP, as well as I− are Lewis bases, which can donate a lone pair 
to Lewis acids Pb2฀ and MA฀ forming adducts MAI·PbI2·X, where X is DMF, NMP, or DMSO.[31,44] The adduct 
formation is also discernable during the spin-coating process when the yellow precursor film turns colorless.[31,45] 
Annealing at elevated temperature releases the intercalated additive forming a stable perovskite phase.[31] We observe 
that the transparent adduct phases heterogeneously converts to brown upon exposure to air starting from the film 
edges and surface. The strength of the adduct determines the rate at which the transition from the colorless adduct 
phase to the opaque brown perovskite phase takes place. Similar to our observation, others have reported that the 
colorless needle-like crystal of PbI2·DMSO adduct returns to original yellow color upon prolonged exposure to 
air.[45] Based on these observations, we propose that water molecules present in the atmosphere sequester the Lewis 
base DMSO/DMF/NMP from the adduct, which causes heterogeneity during nucleation and crystal growth and 
eventually leads to anisotropic crystal growth. This mechanism is likely because water has stronger bond affinity 
to DMF, DMSO, and NMP, respectively, than to itself, resulting in a complex formation.[46–50] As perovskite 
structure is held together by weak hydrogen bonding, even weaker bonding is to be expected in the metastable 
adduct phase, which would make the Lewis bases highly labile to sequestering by water.[51,52] Figure S2 of the 
Supporting Information illustrates the proposed mechanism, which is an extension of a previously proposed mecha-
nism of intermolecular exchange of Lewis bases in adduct by organic cation.[53,54] 
Figure S2 of the Supporting Information assumes that perfect octahedral PbI6 cages are formed, which may not be 
the case. Before the formation of the adduct phase, the coordination chemistry of the precursor with different additive 
is also likely to be different. Different solvent species are reported to compete with iodide ions for coordination with 
lead, which can result in different complexes.[40] Additionally, water is also likely to be absorbed in the precursor 
solution during deposition. Anta et al. observed that water molecules are retained in the perovskite films and coordinate 
with the Pb atoms as water is a stronger Lewis base than I− ions.[55] Thus, anisotropy could also arise prior to the 
formation of the adducts. Further theoretical molecular dynamics and solution chemistry studies are needed to 
understand how and to what extent water is adsorbed during fabrication prior to adduct formation and how they 
interfere with the coordination chemistry of perovskite precursors. 
 
2.1 Antisolvents under ambient processing environment 
 
The morphology of the films without antisolvent suggested that a process is needed to increase the degree of 
supersaturation to enable greater surface coverage. Additionally, the process should not only retard crystal growth 
and promote nucleation but should also tackle the moisture-induced crystal-growth anisotropy under ambient 
conditions, encouraging homogenous spherulitic growth.  
The antisolvent method is arguably the most utilized approach in laboratory-scale perovskite thin film fabrication 
to increase the degree of supersaturation.[28–31] We thus explored the potential of antisolvents for ambient fabrication. 
In this method, the precursor solution is spun on a rotating substrate. At an optimized timing, an antisolvent is 
dropped during the spin-coating. The wet film is then annealed to generate thin solid films. Figure 1a,b depicts the 
method and the underlying mechanism of film formation, respectively. As the antisolvent method is a common 
technique for growing nano-particles especially for pharmaceutical products, the crystallization mechanism is well-
studied.[25] By selecting antisolvent in which precursor ions have poorer solubility than the parent solvent, rapid 
supersaturation is induced upon casting of the antisolvent, facilitating nucleation and crystal growth. Film formation 
occurs by agglomeration of crystals which subsequently undergoes densification/coarsening through grain 





Figure 1. Schematics of a) the antisolvent method used in perovskite film fabrication and b) the underlying mechanism. c) A picture of the transparent 
adduct and d) a picture showing highly reflective film formed after annealing the transparent adduct. Schematics in (b) is adapted with permission.[25] 
Copyright 2012, Elsevier. 
 
To understand how antisolvent interacts with precursor ions and the processing environment, we selected 
a range of anti-solvents initially based on their polarity: from apolar heptane to highly polar water as listed 
in Table 1. We used the precursor solution with PbI2:MAI:DMSO (1:1:1 molar ratio) in DMF. DMSO 
was used instead of NMP because of its compatibility with industrial processes due to its lower toxicity. 
The best films produced a transparent film upon deposition of antisol-vent, the indication of adduct 
formation, which became highly reflective upon drying at 100 ºC for 2 min (Figure 1c,d). Both the bulk 
physical and chemical properties of the antisolvents affect crystallization. Various parameters such a 
boiling point, surface tension, dielectric constant, viscosity, vapor pressure, etc. describe bulk physical 
properties. However, less definitive parameters exist to describe chemical properties. We considered a 
range of such molecular descriptors including Heidelberg polarity parameter, and Hansen’s solubility 
parameters but found hydrogen bond donor (α) and acceptor (β) propensity and dipolar–polarizability [π] 
descriptors are best at describing most of the observations.[56–59] These three descriptors represent a 
scale for quantifying van der Waals force (π) and hydrogen bonding (α, β) which primarily dictates 
solute–solvent and sol-vent–solvent molecular interactions. Table 1 lists the antisol-vents studied along 
with some key bulk physical properties and the chemical descriptors. 
The discussion hereafter refers to two experiments: precipitation, and in situ crystallization. In the 
precipitation experiment, we introduced a fixed quantity of precursor solution into a vial containing the 
antisolvent. This simple test illustrates the interaction of antisolvents with the perovskite solution. In 
the in situ crystallization experiment, we injected a small fixed quantity of precursor solution into a set 
quantity of antisolvent and captured the ensuing crystallization using an optical microscope. Videos 
from both experiments are given the Supporting Information. 
 
2.1.1 Nonpolar Antisolvent 
 
The microstructure of nonpolar heptane-treated (HEP) perov-skite film resemble the ambient films 
without any antisol-vent treatment, henceforth referred as the control sample (Figure 2a). XRD patterns 
of HEP exhibit similar peaks as the control sample (Figure 2b). The major peaks at 14.10฀, 23.47฀, 
24.48฀, 28.11฀, and 28.42฀ correspond to (110), (211), (202), (004), and (220) planes, respectively, 
while the minor peaks at 19.90฀, 19.98฀, and 31.84฀ correspond to (112), (220), and (310) planes, 
respectively of the tetragonal phase perovskite (space group l4cm). The diffraction peaks are narrow 
which suggest long-range crystalline domains. Particularly, the high intensity and narrow diffraction 
peaks of the (110) and (220) planes suggest strong orientation of crystallites along the long axis parallel 
to the substrate.[60–62] Crystallite sizes are also the same in both HEP and control samples (Table 2). 
Thus, HEP does not interact with the perovskite precursors. 
The noninteraction of HEP in the perovskite film formation is because HEP is hydrophobic and 
nonmiscible to water, DMF, or DMSO. As dipole moment, hydrogen bonding propensities, and 
dispersibility are effectively zero, HEP also does not chemically interact with the perovskite precursors or 
with the water molecules (Table 1). The precipitation experiment and the in situ imaging conclusively 
confirm the lack of interaction as HEP and perovskite solution segregates like oil and water (Figure 2c,d; 
Video S1, Supporting Information). Additionally, HEP has very low dynamic viscosity and low vapor 
pressure, which further undermines any physical interaction (pressure felt by the perovskite precursors) 
such as interfering with the flow behavior of the solution or influencing evaporation rate of DMF during 
spin-coating. Thus, the wheat-sheave crystal structure forming incomplete surface coverage, as observed 
in the control sample, also appears in the HEP sample (Figure 2). 
 
2.1.2. Polar Aprotic Antisolvents 
 
We investigated several polar aprotic solvents. In ascending order of dipole moment, they are Tol, diethyl 
ether (DE), CB, tetrahydrofuran (THF), isopropyl acetate (IPAC), ethyl acetate (EAC), and propyl 
acetate (PAC). CB, THF, IPAC, EAC, and PAC can be considered borderline polar aprotic solvents 
because of their high dipole moment (฀1.5 D), which is similar to the polar protic solvents such as IPA 
(1.56 D) (Table 1). The SEM images show all polar aprotic antisolvents result in films with significantly 
higher surface coverage than the control samples (Figure 3a). This observation shows that all polar-
aprotic antisolvents interact with the such as Tol is sufficient to interact with precursor solution to retard 
crystal growth and promote nucleation. The precipitation experiment clearly shows that even a slightly 




















  XRD patterns highlight improved surface coverage with the use of apolar protic anti-solvents. The 
diffraction intensities of the (110), (202), and (220) planes decreases with polar aprotic antisolvents 
treatment while the intensities of (200), (211), and (310) planes increases (Figure 3b,c). To elucidate this 
further, integrated intensity of a peak or peak area is a more reliable parameter than absolute peak intensity. 
Figure 3d contains a bar graph of the peak area of the three main peaks (110), (220), and (310), each is 
normalized to the corresponding peak area of the control sample. This graph highlights (310) plane rapidly 
evolves with the use of polar aprotic antisolvents in comparison to the control. However, the evolution 
of the (310) plane does not directly correspond to growth retardation of the (110) plane. Figure 3e 
highlights the relative retardation of (110) plane with the use of different antisolvents. This graph 
shows that growth retardation occurs in all but CB-treated film. Thus, surface coverage improvement 
with polar aprotic solvent treatment fabricated in air occurs by reorientation of crystallites in addition 
to increasing nucleation/retarding growth.  
While the polar aprotic antisolvents lead to significantly improvement surface coverage in compared 
to the control sample, stark differences exist in films processed with different antisolvents (Figure 3a). 
Tol and CB lead to porous films whereas DE, ETAC, PAC, and IPAC lead to compact films with larger 
grains with an average diameter ≈100–200 nm. THF shows a very different morphology, which 
comprises of small grains interspersed with small pores. Tol, DE, and CB have similar poor water 
solubility (≈0.5 g L−1), which suggests water sequestering by the antisolvent is not the primary factor 
dictating microstructure evolution, as has been previously proposed.[22] The morphology trend also does 
not follow the polarity trend. The discussions hereafter present different subheading dedicated to 
individual or group of polar aprotic antisolvents to distinguish the underlying differences in micro-
structural evolution with different polar aprotic solvents.  
DE: Among all other polar aprotic solvents studied here, DMSO is immiscible to only DE. This 
immiscibility preserves the precursor adduct with DMSO when DE is introduced during spin-coating. 
As observed from the DMF:DMSO sample without antisolvent treatment (Figure 1), retaining DMSO 
should induce higher nucleation and suppress crystal growth to a larger extent than by the use other 
antisolvents in which both DMF and DMSO are miscible. XRD pattern of the DE-treated film confirm 
the enhancement of nucleation and suppression of crystal growth. (110) peak area decreases by over 
50% compared to the control, which is the second highest reduction compared to most other polar 
aprotic solvents, indication crystal growth retardation (Figure 3e). At the same time, (310) peak area in 
DE-treated films increases by 200% compared to the control, which indicates strong reorientation of 
the crystallites and high probability of increased nucleation (Figure 3d).  
In addition to the preservation of the adduct, DE further contributes toward a higher degree of 
supersaturation during spin-coating by increasing the evaporation rate of DMF due to its higher vapor 
pressure and low surface tension compared to DMF. In situ crystallization imaging shows sparse 
nucleation, but spontaneous crystal growth is not detected in DE unlike the other antisolvents (Figure 
4a; Video S2, Supporting Information) as DE rapidly volatizes. However, rapid formation of precipitate 









CB and Tot: CB and Tol lead to higher surface coverage than the control but pores are present in both 
films. Unlike DE, DMSO and DMF are miscible in CB and Tol. Thus, dropping of these antisolvents 
destroys the adduct, undermining the effect of adduct on crystal growth retardation/nucleation enhance-
ment. The (110) peak area of CB-treated film is similar to the control sample, however the crystallite 
preferential orientation in the (310) plane is over 300% higher in CB-treated film compared to the 
control film. These results indicate that CB treatment do not impede crystal growth rate, however, it 
effects preferential orientation of crystallites. 
On the other hand, Tol-treated film demonstrate 20% reduction in the peak area of the (110) plane 
compared to control or CB. At the same time, the Tol-treated film shows higher preferential orientation 
in the (310) plane compare to CB-treated films. These results show Tol also retard crystal growth while 
also inducing nucleation of new crystallites. The calculated crystallite size further confirms the 
nonretardation of growth rate in CB, which leads to larger crystallite size (199 nm) in comparison with 
Tol (137 nm). In situ microscopy imaging further show spontaneous crystallization occurs in both Tol 
and CB and crystals grow to larger size in CB than in Tol. In situ microscopy further shows 
heterogeneous crystallization in both CB and Tol manifests as distinct perovskite crystal habits in both 
these antisolvents (Figure 4a; Video S2, Supporting Information). Tol samples exhibit a mix of columnar 
structures, spherulites with broad columnar branches as well as needle-like branches. On the other hand, 
CB sample comprises of needles, spherulites with fine needle-like branches extending to different 
lengths, and wheat-sheave crystal structures reminiscent of the microstructure of control sample in 
ambient conditions albeit with significantly reduced length. This inhomogeneity in the crystallization 
ultimately result in porous morphology due to nonuniform densification upon annealing.[63] 
The differences between CB and Tol samples could shed light on to the differentiation mechanism 
between growth retardation and crystallite reorientation. As observed in control samples, moisture 
facilitates crystal growth (Figure 1). Thus, the nonretardation of crystal growth with CB treatment indi-
cates that CB offers poorer defense against moisture. The precipitation experiment further supports this 
hypothesis as rapid browning at the precursor/air interface is observed, which is more severe in CB than 
Tol (Figure 4b; Video S1, Supporting Information). CB has the highest dipole moment, viscosity, and 
surface tension but the poorest hydrogen bond donor propensity among all polar aprotic solvents (Table 
1). Thus, CB is unlikely to form any strong hydrogen bonds with the moisture in the environment, the 
precursor ions, or the solvent molecules. Hence, CB leaves the precursor ions susceptible to moisture in 
the environment, which induces the higher degree of browning or heterogeneous crystallization as 
observed in the CB/precursor mixture in the precipitation experiment. This poor defense against moisture 
lead to the crystallite size in CB samples being larger than Tol samples, despite the higher surface tension 
and viscosity CB than Tol, which should otherwise facilitate higher nucleation and lower crystallite 
size.[64] Supporting evidence can be observed in the crystallite size which is significantly higher for 
ambient-processed CB sample than inert-processed CB sample. To further confirm the impact of 
hydrogen bond acceptor propensity being a critical parameter for defense against moisture, we conducted 
the precipitation experiment in the glovebox. Browning at the liquid/air interface did not occur in Tol 
under our solvent glovebox with 5% RH, which confirms that moisture indeed causes the heterogeneity 
and that hydrogen bonding propensity may be crucial at tackling moisture induced heterogeneity in 
crystallization. However, CB showed rapid browning in the inert environment similar to the ambient 
environment. We believe that this is due to the extremely poor hydrogen bonding propensity of CB, 
which cannot tackle even a slight amount of moisture. 
Esters-Based Antisolvents: All ester group antisolvents, EAC, PAC, and IPAC, form uniform films with 
no porosity, comprising larger grains compared to all other antisolvents studied here. Precipitation 
experiment reveals uniform precipitation without any heterogeneous browning at the liquid/air interface 
(Figure 4b). Thus, the ester-based solvents induce uniform supersaturation, which promotes homogenous 
nucleation and crystal growth. The in situ crystallization imaging confirms uniform and homogenous 
multidimensional spherulitic crystal formation leading to increased space-filling, which ultimately 
translates to pinhole-free microstructure with larger grains compared to all other antisolvents (Figure 4a; 
Video, Supporting Information). We note that the radially distributed needles only originate in the 
crystallization imaging while supersaturation depletes as crystal growth proceeds; but they indicate forma-
tion of spherulitic islands similar to ones observed in the NMP sample under inert environment (Figure 
1). Figure 4c shows spherulitic islands emerge over time in the transparent phase adduct in films treated 
with the ester-based antisolvents. 
The presence of spherulites indicate ions movement to the interface of propagation is slowed down and 
reorientation of the ions relative to the propagating interface has occurred, enabling low-angle 
branching.[41,65,66] The ester-based solvents are also aprotic like CB and Tol. However, they exhibit signifi-
cantly higher hydrogen bond acceptor propensities than Tol and CB.Thus, these solvents are likely to 
reinforce solvation of the ions by forming stronger hydrogen bonds than CB or Tol. Additionally, the 
hydrogen bond acceptor propensities of esters are similar to water which mean they can effectively 
shield the precursor ions from moisture in the environment. The shielding from moisture is further 
evident in the precipitation experiment where partial browning at the liquid/air interface does not 
occur in ester-based antisolvents compared to antisol-vents with lower hydrogen bonding propensities 
such as CB and Tol. 
The comparison of CB and PAC further substantiates the key role of hydrogen bonding parameter. 
Both are polar aprotic solvents and DMF and DMSO are miscible in both solvents. Figure 4d shows a 
radar plot comparing all parameters from Table 1 of CB and PAC, which shows all parameters of PAC 
is lower or comparable to CB except hydrogen bond acceptor propensity. The hydrogen-bond acceptor 
propensity in CB is negligible (0.08), whereas it is five times higher in PAC (Table 2). CB treatment 
leads to marginal decline (2%) in the peak area of the (110) plane compared to the control whereas PAC 
treatment leads to significant decline (32%) in the (110) plane, which indicates stronger retardation of 
crystal growth with PAC treatment than with CB-treatment (Figure 3e). Additionally, PAC-treated films 
show the highest peak area of the (310) plane among all samples, which shows superior reorientation of 
crystallites and indicates increased propensity toward uniform spherulitic crystal growth. 
THF: THF displays an anomaly compared to all other anti-solvents. The precursor solution does not 
precipitate but disperses in THF, which is likely caused by the molecular repulsion between THF and 
DMF.[67] As a result, crystal growth is stunted with THF treatment, which leads to the smallest grain size 
as well as smallest crystallite size for THF-treated films samples (Figure 3a and Table 2). In situ 
crystallization imaging shows THF induces sparse and heterogeneous crystal growth as the solvent 
evaporates (Figure 4a; Video S2, Supporting Information). Crystal growth occurs in the shape of large 
needles and occasionally spherulites confined to the coffee-ring perimeter where local concentration of 
precursor is high. 
 
2.1.3. Polar Protic Antisolvent 
 
Water (H2O): By contrast to nonpolar HEP, highly polar H2O treatment leaves behind a yellow film 
resembling PbI2. The precipitation experiment also shows the formation of a yellow precipitate (Figure 
5a; Video S1, Supporting Information). In situ microscopy shows distinct rapid crystallization leading 
to nanocrystal agglomerates, which is a preceding process leading to PbI2 polyhedral crystals 
growth[68] (Figure 5c; Video S2, Supporting Information). The nanocrystals veritably convert to 
polyhedral PbI2 platelets upon annealing as evident in the SEM image and confirmed by the XRD 
(Figure 5b–d). 
 
The evolution of PbI2 and not perovskite by H2O treatment is a result of the interplay between solvation 
and hydration of precursor ions. Clancy et al. investigated the solvation of perovskite precursor ions 
together in different single solvent systems including in DMF. He found that I− ions passivate Pb2฀ ions, 
increasing the solubility of the latter. MA+ ions also stabilize the PbI2 complexes, further improving 
solubility [69]. The inclusion of equimolar DMSO with the precursors is further likely to coordinate with 
the Pb2+ ions much more strongly than I− ions because of its stronger Lewis basicity than I−, hence leading 
to the adduct formation MAI–PbI2– DMSO.[31] DMF possesses only hydrogen bond acceptor pro-
pensity and can most effectively solvate cations. On the other hand, water possess both hydrogen donor 
and acceptor propensity enabling it to solvate both cations and anions, albeit hydration of cations is 
weaker than solvation with DMF owing its lower acceptor propensity than DMF (Table 1). H2O forms 
complexes with DMSO with stronger interaction than DMSO– DMF or water–water interaction.[70,71] 
Thus, H2O treatment can attenuate the complexation of Pb2+ by withdrawing the availability of DMSO, 
which will cause a drop in solubility of Pb2+. Hence, PbI2 is likely to be formed by the addition of H2O 
as the now poorly solvated Pb2+ becomes vulnerable to reaction with I− ions, which is also poorly hydrated 
due to its weaker electron density.[72] On the other hand, MA+ ion remains unavailable because it can 
form strong solvation shells with DMF as the alkyl hydrogen in its structure can participate in hydrogen 
bonding with the oxygen atom in DMF.[73] MA+ is thus likely to be cast-off during spin-coating. Upon 
annealing, any remaining MA+ ions will react with H2O forming MA gas as this reaction can take place 





IPA: IPA is a polar protic, water-miscible solvent. IPA treatment results in uniform and pinhole-free 
perovskite film formation. However, SEM image show two distinct types of grains in IPA-treated films 
(Figure 5; Figure S3, Supporting Information). The SEM images are acquired with in-lens detector which 
can detect differences in work function within a sample with high lateral resolution. An interconnected 
network of grains in dark gray color is evident in the background, which resemble perovskite grains. In the 
foreground, a network of brighter, interspersed, plate-like grains are present which resemble PbI2 grains 
(Figure S3, Supporting Information). A column of PbI2 forms on top of the white precipitates in the 
precipitation experiment, which further confirms IPA treatment leads to formation of PbI2 (Figure 4a; 
Video S1, Supporting Information). In the XRD pattern, a strong peak at 12.10฀, characteristic signal of 
(001) plane of PbI2, is also detected (Figure 5b). 
The microstructure of IPA-treated films can be understood from the crystallization mechanism of 
precursors upon interaction with the antisolvent. Both DMSO and DMF are miscible in IPA. The 
precipitation experiment shows abrupt precipitation of precursor solution occurs in IPA, which indicates 
a rapid and higher degree of supersaturation (Video S2, Supporting Information). This leads to a high 
density of nucleation and thus stronger retardation of crystal growth. The in situ crystallization imaging 
further provides clear evidence of increased supersaturation, which leads to increased nucleation but 
reduced crystal growth. A rapid and abrupt termination of crystallization occurs in IPA resulting in 
uniform and dense but small needle-shaped crystals (Figure 5b; Video S2, Supporting Information). 
Thus, polar protic IPA causes rapid supersatura-tion, shifting the competition between nucleation versus 
crystal growth to favor nucleation and initiating uniform but retarded crystallization. As a result, 
complete surface coverage with uniform morphology is formed. The integrated peak intensity of (110) 
plane is greatly reduced in IPA-treated films compared to all other antisolvents treatment, which again 
suggests stronger retardation of crystal growth. Furthermore, the crystallite size of IPA is 120 nm, the 
second smallest among the films treated with the different antisolvents, which further confirms retarded 
crystal growth. 
IPA is polar protic and possesses both hydrogen bond acceptor and donor propensities (Table 1). As 
described for H2O antisolvent, the hydrogen bond donor propensity is responsible for the formation of 
PbI2. However, the hydrogen bond donor propensity of IPA is significantly weaker than H2O. Thus, IPA 
would lead to reduced formation of PbI2 than H2O treatment. A comparison between CB and IPA rules 
out polarity and surface tension as the parameters dictating the increased nucleation and retarded crystal 
growth as these parameters are similar in both, yet different crystal growth mechanisms occurs in both. 
IPA has significantly higher viscosity compared to all other antisolvents including water, which can 
hinder ion mobility and is likely responsible for increased nucleation and reduced crystal size in IPA. 
 
2.2 Antisolvents in Ambient Versus Inert Environment 
   To further elucidate the interplay of antisolvent and moisture influence on morphology and 
crystallinity of the perovskites, and to gauge the effectiveness of borderline polar aprotic solvents for 
ambient processing, we directly compared morphology and crystallinity of ambient versus inert 
processing of Tol and CB—the two most popular antisolvents—and PAC. As evident in the SEM 
morphology images given in Figure 6a, Tol- and CB treatment under inert processing environment 
results in uniform films with full surface coverage, comprising large grains while they form porous 
films under ambient processing environment. On the other hand, PAC-treated films are compact and 
uniform under both ambient and inert processing environments. XRD patterns also attest to similar 
trends as SEM images (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The peak area of the main crystallographic 
planes (110), (220), and (310) of PAC-treated film remain similar irrespective of the processing 
environment. By contrast, ambient-processed Tol/ CB-treated films show significant changes in the 
XRD peak area of one of the main crystallographic peaks compared to their respective inert-processed 
samples, signifying their susceptibility to processing environment conditions (Figure 6b,c). 
Additionally, PAC-treated film shows the highest ratio of peak area of (310) with respect to its (110) 
peak area, which is comparable with the inert-processed Tol- and CB-treated films (Figure 6d). This 
trend suggests PAC treatment enables highest crystallite growth retardation and crystallite reorientation 
necessary to induce spherulitic growth. Thus, pinhole-free uniform films are maintained with PAC 
treatment in both inert and ambient processing environments, whereas Tol- or CB treatment can form 
uniform films only under inert processing environment. 
2.3. Perovskite Solar Cells 
To further confirm the efficacy of antisolvent treatment under an ambient environment, PSCs having a 
planar p–i–n device structure were fabricated in ambient environment (52% RH, 25 ºC) using CB or 
PAC as antisolvent treatments. The device structure comprised 
glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/MAPbI3/PCBM/ PEIE/Ag. All but the electrodes were solution-processed and 
only two temperature steps of 140 ºC were employed—which makes the device structure low-cost in 
comparison to other structures commonly employed for PSCs which embody high cost materials, 
vacuum-steps, and prolonged high temperature annealing. 
Following the trend in the microstructure, PAC treatment led to devices with the highest power conversion 
efficiency (PCE) of 16.67% with an open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.98 V, short-circuit current (Jsc): 22.90 
mA cm−2 and fill factor (FF): 74.26%. Maximum power point tracking showed steady increase initially 
reaching a stabilized region, which correspond to a PCE of 17.78% (Figure 7a,b). The initial increase is 
attributed to mobile ions which gets depleted upon continuous operation until electrical conductance 
dominates in the stabilized region, which represents the true efficiency of the device.[75] An integrated 
photocurrent of 23.4 mA cm−2 was calculated from external quantum efficiency measurement (Figure S5, 
Supporting Information). The slightly lower Jsc measured with the solar simulator could be due to spectrum 
mismatch. To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest efficiency reported for a p–i–n one-step planar 
device using antisolvents under high humidity ambient condition (above 20% RH). By contrast, the best 
ambient-processed CB device showed a PCE of 5.56% (Voc: 0.84 V; Jsc: 14.45 mA cm−2, FF: 45.79%). 
Devices showed reproducible JV characteristics (Table S1 of the Supporting Information contains JV 
characteristics under averages and standard deviations and forward and reverse scan directions). The 
steady-state photoluminescence spectra and UV–vis absorption spectrum of CB and PAC films on glass 
substrates are also shown in Figure 7c,d, respectively. The emission peak intensity of the PAC-treated 
film is significantly higher than the CB-treated film, suggesting significantly lower charge recombination 
in PAC-treated films. Higher FF of PAC-treated devices also reflect the reduced recombination compared 
to CB-treated films and is a direct result of improved microstructure of PAC-treated films compared to 
CB-treated films. The UV–vis absorption spectra reveal same bandgap and absorption profile of 
perovskites processed with PAC- and CB treatment. However, the inert-processed films have slightly 
higher absorption as well as lower bandgap than their corresponding ambient-processed films. Oxygen 
and water exposure of perovskite films was recently to shown to shift vacuum-level in perovskites, which 
might be the cause for reduced absorption in our ambient samples as both processing and annealing were 
carried out in ambient-conditions.[76] Figure S6 of the Supporting Information contains a box plot 









Perovskites display an inherent tendency toward spherulitic crystallization as crystal growth rate is 
retarded under inert processing environment using strong Lewis-base additives. In ambient fabrication 
environment, moisture increases crystal growth rate and induces anisotropies irrespective of the type of 
solvent additive. Simple precipitation tests and in situ crystallization imaging enabled investigation of 
microstructure evolution of perovskites, shedding light on to the interplay of antisolvent properties, 
crystallization, and ambient processing environment. These interactions manifest in the evolution of 
different crystal habits in different antisolvent. While a slight polarity of the antisolvent induces 
precipitation, signifying ability to improve the degree of supersaturation during processing, which will 
encourage nucleation, the hydrogen bonding parameters of antisolvents distinctly impact the nature of 
crystallization and have direct implications for ambient-processiblity of perovskite films. 
Higher hydrogen-bond acceptor propensity of antisol-vent is the dictating parameter conferring 
resilience toward ambient processing. The nonhydrogen bonding and nonpolar heptane does not affect 
nucleation/grain growth. The weak hydrogen-bond acceptor polar aprotic solvents such as Tol and CB 
solvents form an eclectic mix of crystal shapes—sheaves, columns, needles, and spherulites, which 
manifests as porous films. The strong hydrogen bond accepting polar protic antisol-vents (esters) form 
a homogenous spherulitic crystallites and lead to uniform films while polar protic solvents that possess 
both hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor propensities lead to a high density of small but uniform needle-
like crystallites, while at the same time, forming PbI2. 
We show that a pinhole-free, uniform perovskite film can be obtained by a high density of 
homogenous crystallites of any one shape. However, only microstructure preceded by uniform 
spherulitic crystallization leads to uniform, pinhole-free films with large grains whose crystallographic 
phases, crystallinity, and crystallite orientations are not drastically affected by the processing 
environment. 
We show that polar aprotic solvents with relatively higher hydrogen-bond acceptor propensity lead to 
homogenous spher-ulites, which enables humidity-resistant fabrication of PSCs with 17.7% stabilized 
efficiency in a low-cost p–i–n planar PSCs fabricated in ambient environment with relative humidity over 
52%. Moreover, we demonstrate that the simple experiments of precipitation and in situ crystallization can 
provide a powerful a priori screening of antisolvents for ambient-resilient processing of PSCs, enabling 
prediction of morphology and crystallinity required for high efficiency PSCs.  
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